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PRESENTATION

THE PARADE

RESIDUAL/GURUS is a music/theatre
company created to conceive
innovative art, critique and capable
of raising awareness.

The extroverted characters from
RESIDUAL/GURUS universe roam through
the streets playing instruments made
of reused materials.

The use of recycled materials,
interaction with the audience and
the return to ancestral traditions
and sounds create a unique and

They are beings who have integrated
multiple influences condensed in a
unique sound, in the purest style of
a contemporary fanfare.

fascinating artistic concept.
Electronic sounds, original and
flashy instruments, laughter,
choreographies and theatrical
improvisation complete this daring
and hilarious parade.

ROAMING SHOW
STREET
NO TEXT
ALL AUDIENCES
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ARTISTIC CAST
MISE EN SCÈNE

- Adrian Schvarzstein

ORIGINAL IDEA

- Ramon Rodríguez

MUSIC

- RESIDUAL GURUS

INTERPRETATION
Gabriel Montes

_ Pipes

Victor Ramos

_ Reyong

Ramon Rodríguez

_ Cans & barrels

Jenya Xtravaganza

_ Dance & chekere

A Co-production by:
Xirriquiteula Teatre / Fira Tàrrega / Residual Gurus
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MOST IMPORTANT FESTIVALS VISITED
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TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
THE BAND ARE…

TRANSPORT

From three to five musicians
carrying self-transported acoustic
instruments.

The company travels by plane,
checking in four 23Kg bags.
The organization will provide the
necessary vehicle transport from/to
airport.

SCENIC SPACE
Square, pedestrian street or avenue
with the least possible background
noise.

For travel with the performance set
(either in bags or already set up), a
van with loading capacity and 5 seats
are required.

DRESSING ROOM
For 4 people, with WC and shower,
guarded (or locked). At least 4
chairs, mirror, water bottles and
some snacks (fruit, nuts, etc...)
Preferably a short walk from the
place of the performance.

PREPARATION OF
THE SHOW
The organization will provide a
spacious indoor and private space
near the dressing room, with chairs,
tables and sockets for setting up and
dismantling the instruments.
Setup 2h.
Dismantling 2h.

LAUNDRY SERVICE
The organizers will provide a laundry
service every 2 shows.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Rain and bad weather can affect the
presentation.

ACCOMODATION
Two double rooms.

NUTRITIONAL NEEDS
Two vegans.
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CONTACT:
Ramon Rodríguez Gómez
+34 630 537 856
ramon@residualgurus.com
Please visit our website
to see other proposals
from RESIDUAL/GURUS:
-THE SHOW
-WORKSHOPS
-EVENTS

www.residualgurus.com
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